T o serve wartime demands, Army and Navy meteorological offices were established a t all points of operation by those agencies. The evolution of developments by civilian and military agencies has necessitated the establishment and operation of meteorological offices at all major centres of activity and at many intermediate points along established air routes between major stations. Furthermore, the Weather Bureau has assumed meteorological functions at several points now designated as second-order stations.
on-call airway reporting stations at numerous villages in the Territory served only occasionally by air transportation.
Wartime Expansion of Services
As a result of wartime requirements, a considerable increase in the number of civilian-operated stations took place and second-order Weather
Bureau stations at strategic points were converted into first-order stations, with further expansion of second-order station activities a t additional points.
There are now 15 first-order Weather Bureau stations in the Territory of Alaska, from which full 24-hourly service is available and from which 6-hourly synoptic and pilot balloon observations emanate. Six stations carry on radiosonde observations and six make rawinsonde observations of upper air conditions.
T o serve wartime demands, Army and Navy meteorological offices were established a t all points of operation by those agencies. The evolution of developments by civilian and military agencies has necessitated the establishment and operation of meteorological offices at all major centres of activity and at many intermediate points along established air routes between major stations. Furthermore, the Weather Bureau has assumed meteorological functions at several points now designated as second-order stations. Entrance on the south to Whitehorse on the north and Yakutat on the northwest, issuing 6-hourly airway route and airway terminal forecasts and twice daily marine and general weather forecasts. Marine and general weather forecasts are broadcast over commercial radio stations for public consumption. Storm warnings are issued as required and broadcast for general public use.
The Anchorage Forecast Centre serves the north Gulf of Alaska, the Alaska Peninsula, the Aleutian Island, Bristol Bay, Kuskokwim Valley area, Cook Inlet, and Prince William Sound areas with 6-hourly airway route and terminal forecasts and twice daily marine and general weather forecasts. T h e marine and general weather forecasts are broadcast over commercial radio stations for general public consumption. Storm warnings are issued as required and broadcast for public information. Fire weather forecasts are issued seasonally.
T h e Fairbanks Forecast Centre serves the interior of Alaska, the north and northwest coasts of Alaska, the Seward Peninsula, Norton Sound and Kotzebue Sound areas with 6-hourly airway route and terminal forecasts 
Facilities at Airports
Under prewar conditions, meteorological reporting activities were seriously hampered by inadequate communication facilities, but under wartime demands these shortcomings were eliminated along the main lines of transportation where airports of sufficient size for multimotored aircraft were constructed.
Major airports from which originate meteorological data are located along the coastal route bordering the Gulf of Alaska. Surface meteorological observations are available at such stations 2 4 hours a day, pilot balloon soundings 2 or 4 times daily, and, at widely separated points, radiosonde or rawinsonde upper air soundings twice daily. Similar developments occurred along the routes from Anchorage to Fairbanks to Barrow, from Nome to Fairbanks to Northway and Whitehorse, and from Bethel to McGrath to Fairbanks.
In the early days of the war, first order Weather Bureau stations were established a t Barrow, Kotzebue, Gambell, Bethel, McGrath, Northway, Summit, and Ketchikan. Programs consisting of surface airway weather observations, synoptic (6-hourly) reports, pilot balloon and radiosonde observations a t those named stations were developed to their present level of operations, bringing the distribution of meteorological reporting stations to a level consistent with service demands.
-

BIBLIOGRAPHY AND ROSTER PROJECT
The Arctic Institute is compiling a comprehensive bibliography of arctic literature, set up as a three year project involving a staff of six workers under the direction of Marie Tremaine, formerly Associate Head of the Reference Section of the Toronto Public Library. Present headquarters of the project are at the Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
T h e Institute is also engaged in preparing a roster of arctic specialists. This project is under the direction of Dudley Smith with headquarters a t the Carnegie Institute, Washington, D.C. The cost of the two projects is being borne by the U.S. Office of Naval Research, US. Army and the Canadian government.
